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REVIEWS • RESENSIES

KALLIOPE II. 'n Bloemlesing van Griekse liriese poesie van Aikman tot
Pindaros, saamgestel met kommentaar, struktuuranalise en interpretasie
deur J.H. Barkhuizen, W.J. Henderson, C.A. van Rooy. Dillversiteit van
Suid-Afrika, Pretoria 1988. xiii + 230 pp., R46.50 (plus AVE R5.40).

Kalliope II is more pretty and mature than her prim and soher sister. Of
course, lyrical poetry (Alem., Ale., Sappho, Thyc., Anacr., Simon., Bacchyl.,
Pind.) is more attractive and varied than the elegiac and iamhic poetry
presented in vol. I; but just as the edd. could not be blamed! for the moral
earnestness of the texts collected in vol. I, so they should not be praised
because of the immortal charm of the poems presented in vol. II. But I
am happy to say that the edd. have also acquired an even firmer grasp on
their objects. A felicitous example is what they do on pp. 130-134 with
Anacreon's "'PCLlpn 8J)u-rt flt (PMG 358). The line by line explanation is
quick and faultless, the interpretation of the poem as a whole is equally
lucid. I like especially the common sense observation that - if the frappe
of this poem were that this girl is given to homosexual love - there would
have been no point at all in the poet's emphasis on his white hair.

Just as in the case of vol. I, the edd. have not taken the easy way of
simply reprinting poems as they found them in other editions. For the
first six poets they acknowledge Page as their guide, for the last two Snell
MiihIer; but often they make their own (mostly judicious) choice from (a)
the variants in the MSS, (b) suggestions for supplements of lacunae, and
(c) emendations. Only rarely they come forward with a new suggestion: so
/Xxomv in Ale. 42,5 (already defended by Barkhuizen in Mnem. 36 (1983)
151-2. In a similar way the edd. are eclectic in their grammatical explana
tion and literary interpretation: their familiarity with recent scholarship is
impressive, but not too obstrusive.

After having made these laudatory remarks I am sorry to say that in the
text of the Greek poems, in the app. crit. and in the explanatory notes there
are more than one or two things left which should have been corrected. In
this review I shall confine myself to a critical reading of Alem., Ale. and
Bacchyl.
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ALCMAN

p.5 Xc"," 8' ~ndpOLe; 8LMfwLe; EpLe; (A.P. 18,5) means that between (not
on) the two continents there is rivalry about Alcman)s birthplace ('tuBsen"
not lOp').
p.6 The sources agree that Aleman lived in the time of king Ardys (not
Atys) of Lydia. And Paus. iii,15 is explicit that Aleman's tomb had on
one side the heroan of the Hippok06ntidai and the other a sanctuary (not
only of Heracles but also and in the first place) of Helen. This is relevant
for Aleman's partheneia, which have to do with the initiation of girls for
marriage: Helen is in Sparta the prototype of the married woman.
p.7 In Aleman 41 P Ii"o: ,w aLMpw is erroneously translated 'teen die
swaard'. Spartan hoplites carried a spear (cp. for example Pind. fr. 199
Sn.-M.); the sword is typical for Roman soldiers.
p.8 In line 50 it should be ~ (spiritus lenis).
p.9 Edd. print question-marks after lines 63 and 81, but do nothing with
them in their explanation of the text.
p.13 ad 41 Certainly liALOV (spiritus lenis).
p.14 ad 45 I fail to see how ou8' &flwe; is archaic Greek for ne;; and it
means in no way ('geensins', not 'enigsins').
p.16-18 ad 60 Edd. discuss four possible explanations for the IItA~&8te;,

but leave the matter open. Only on pp. 29-30 it becomes clear that they
actually prefer the third (Doves = Hegesichora + Agido). What is the
harm in being explicit?
p.19 ad 61 If M.L. West has rejected his own earlier suggestion (<papoe;
= <po:Foe;), rightly, for in line 40 the papyrus has plainly <pwe;, then this third
'possibility' might have been omitted.
p.20 ad 63 It is 'synkrisis', not 'sunchrisis'.
p.21 ad 81 EnO:Lvt'V cannot be taken to mean 'to bring (opdra) a sacri
fice',
pp.5-31 Apart from these minor blemishes the edd. handle the parthe
neion well and make sensible use of the work done by Calame (social posi
tion of nubile girls in Sparta, initiation and all that).

ALCAEUS

p.35 In the app. crit. to 6.tiht flOL va]aav (34 L.-P.) it does not make sense
even to record Edmonds' OE:Ul'E yav xciAetv, nor his 1tP01'ovoLa'laov't'EC;j gen
erally speaking: when evidence in medieval or ancient MSS has discredited
earlier supplements or emendations, it is superfluous to keep listing these
outlived suggestions.
p.36 ad 9 En' instead of 0'1,1 is an 'alternatiewe aanvulling" not an 'emen
dasie'. On p.183 ad 70 and 184 ad 75 this incorrect use of a technical term
recurs.
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p.37 ad 4.2 The Dioskouroi are asked to leave the Peloponnesus, not Ar
gos as the edd. say (on p. 36 it had been correctly noted that 'die Dioskouroi
is met Sparta geassosieer'.
p.39 After line 6 a colon is required. At the eod of line 7 not Xiipl[Ol<;,
but Xiipl [01<;; edd. have printed the two words as if they form ooe, which
they don't. In the app. crit. to line 8 it is superfluous to record Edmonds'
fl6pEV oE fOl, as exJUT'" in 9 is certain and no special emphasis ('for him and
not someone else') is required.
p.43 In the app. crit. to fro 42 line 10 it should be <yEVTO Sitzler, not
EytvE"t'O.
p.47 ad 12 E<; 0' Ev[exuTOv. The edd. quote Page: 'it seems an odd way
of expressing "within a year" '. Of course Thetis gives birth to Achilles at
the end of nine months. But EV[exUTO<; is often not so much 'year' as: '(the
end of) a due period" especially the end of the nine months of pregnancy:
see Hom. A248-9, Hes. Theog. 58, 184 and 493-5. See also LlrgT. Epos S.V.

p.47 ad 13 Edd. observe that yEvvexTO is 'always' without an augment
in Ale.; in fact there is only one other instance, fro 327. Readers would
have been served better if attention had been given to another aspect of
this verbal form: ytvVCttO is a lsigmatic aorist' of y(yvo{J-at, *EYEvcrato)
EytV\lCl'tO, with causative meaning (=E-tEXE).
p.47 ad 15 It would have been useful to note that 01 does not point
backward to Achilles' horses just mentioned in 14, but forward to <ppeyE<;
TE xexl ~6Al<; exuT,"V.
p.47 Edd. start their discussion of the structure of LP 42 with the words
'Die vier oOTblywende (my italics, JMB) strafes van hierdie gedig'. That
sounds as if they accept Rosier's forceful argumentation (DUGT, 231-8)
that these four strophes are only the tail of a longer poem (fr. 41, 17ff +
fro 42), a poem which starts with a hymnical invocation of Aphrodite and
in which the dangerous aspects of women are highlighted in Helen. If edd.
had printed the fragments of fro 41, 17ff, the point would have become more
strilting.
p.49-50: a pertinent discussion of the relation of this poem to Sappho's
fro 16. A Greek poet was higWy self-conscious, i.e. not only of his place
and function in society2 but also of his relation to his fellow-poets; cpo
for example Simonides in PMC 564. Just as A 488-91 can be taken as
an instance of intertextuality (the poet of the Od. co=enting upon the
heroic image of Achilles created by the poet of the Iliad), so it is possible
to read Alcaeus' bitter text in Sapphic stanzas as a reply to Sappho fro
16 (or her poem as a superior feminine answer to his: about the mutual
priority no decision is possible as edd. acknowledge). Incidentally, the edd.
suggest on p. 49 that Stesichorus' xexT~yoplex •EAEv~<; preceded the Helen
poems by S.& A.; this is most probably not the case, see West in CQ 21
(1971) 302-14.
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BACCHYLIDES

p.160. It is very apt that edd. deal with Bacch. first, and then Pindar.
The two poets operated in the same period, and students should be intro
duced to Bacchylides' limpid chamber music before eutering the concert
hall where Pindar's overpowering symphonies resound. But I wonder why
the explanations about the epinician genre come only on p. 192-4 in the
introduction to Pindar: an error of disposition.
p.161 In line 17 the comma after xpua6c; would suggest that uq"o."pm.
a"cx6. is a 'genitive absolute'. Jebb rejects that view, rightly. And Mii.hler
(although printing the same erroneous comma) trauslates correctly 'unter
dem Schimmern der Dreifiisse'.
p.168 ad 3 The reference to Isthm. 1, 108-9 is patently erroneous. And
(ad 4) there is another printer's error in the quotation from Pieper: 'asso
ciating him with the divine world' (not 'word').
p.169 ad 7-8 I agree with edd. about the construction of .6,l"cxv but
disagree with their translation. It should be: 'waar hulle die kind van
Deinomenes gelukkig gemaak het sodat hy segekranse gewen het'; OAPLOV
is predicative.
p.170 ad 10 A good illustration of the use of the interjection Ii to e""press
pity and/or disapproval is Em. Bacch. 810.
p.172 ad 17 It is preposterous (or better: upside down) to say that 'die
goud blink aan die onderkant (my italics) van die dtiepote'. The shining
presence of the gold is found under the flickering reflections which ascend
from the surface of the tripods.
p.175 ad 23-24 Lydian cavalry is illustrated by Sappho 16,1 lnn~wv

a"p6wv, not by 19-20 where chariots and hoplites are mentioned. And
(ad 25-26) Kenyon's 'tEA[€louacx, (printed by the edd.) suggests that it is
the city of Sardes which brings Zeus' decree to fulfilment. I would prefer
Wackernagel's 'tEA[EOOCXVWC; which locates power wbere it belongs: with
Zeus.

p.176 ad 31-3 XCXAxO"ElXEOC;.
p.178 ad 37 Is it not probable that this is another case of Jorgensen's
law: in archaic poetry ocx([.lwv is used when poets introduce characters in
direct speech who have no clue as to which divinity has damaged them?
Cpo tbe semantic analysis given by Mader in LexfrgrEpos s.v. ('ein Gott,
unbekannt, Schicksalszuteiler') leine Potenz, stets personifiziert wenn auch
ohne Gesicht') and NvdBen & 1. de Jong in Lampas 17 (1984) 301-16.
p.180 ad 50-5 EXACXyOV is an aorist of the pres. XA<XCW, not an imperfect.
p.185 ad 86 For Bacchylides it was self-evident that air and water, ruvine
elements ruled and personified by Zeus and Poseidon, were immortal and
incorruptible, beyond decay or pollution: cx16~p &[.llcxV'toC;, uowp novwu 00
o~n£'tcxl. It is sad to realize that for us this evidence has rusappeared:
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mankind has managed to pollute air and water almost beyond hope of
recovery. One can only hope that combined enJrts of the nations of the
world can prevent the worst. What will a commentator to Bacchyl. 3,85-7
say in the year 2090?
About verses 74-98 of Bacchyl.' poem: a reference to Eur. HF 637-687
would not be out of place. One finds the same topics in both passages: (a)
the inevitability of old age and decay for man (B: ~PClXu.; <anv Cliwv, E.:
y~pCl'; &Xeo.;), (b) the impossibility of a second life (B: Cliln.; ayxofl[aaClL
~~ClV, E.: a[auflov ~~ClV, ... d.; Cluya.; RaALv &A[ou aLaaoe.; &v E~ClV aLCluAou,),
and (c) poetry as the only way to immortality (B: &pna, 'PEYYo,; MouaCl
'pE'IlEl, and E.: &otao, xEAClaEt MVClfloauVClv). Cpo Bond ad HF 645-672.

As the reader of this review has found out by now for himself, Kalliope
II has stimulated me to accept as much of it as I could use and store but
also to use my own critical faculties. The students who will use these two
volumes will do the same, and that is what the edd. no doubt expect. One
can only hope (1) that in South African universities new generations of
students of Greek will keep coming, and use these books, and (2) that in
the case of a second edition the edd. will avail themselves of the opportunity
to remove the blemishes which it has been my duty to spot. Isocrates (5,35)
goes so far as to say C:t.rrGt.vu:c; 1LAElW 1tEqHJXCqJ.EV £~cqJ.ctPl'c(VEtV ~ xcrtop8ouv.
In the case of Kalliope it is very much the other way round.

NOTES

1. Or only slightly, see my review of vol. I in AClass. 30 (1987) 81-85.
2. 1 take the liberty to refer to my 'Poets and their patrons', Beitrage zur Interpretation

der griechischen Trayikerjragmente, ed. by A. Harder & H. Horman, Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, G8ttingen 1991, 39-60, in Fragmenta Dramatica in honorem S.L. Radt,
1990 (forthcoming).

JAN MAARTEN BREMER
Klassiek Seminarium
Universiteit van Amsterdam
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